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“What we’ve got used to,
we’re not entitled to” … R BUNN

“Evening out fluctuations has become
an egalitarian enterprise which it is heresy to question.”
MICHAEL YOUNG, The Metronomic Society (1988).

• Always on 365/24/7.
• Providing comfort to defined standards.
• Enhancing productivity.

“There is something inelegant in the mass of energy-consuming
machinery needed at present to maintain constant RH …

something inappropriate in an expense which is
beyond most of the world's museums.”

GARRY THOMSON, The Museum Environment (1978).
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Comfort in context
on a simplified scale

• Neutral (comfortable) - sensory deprivation?
• Slightly uncomfortable (boiled frog)

CRISIS OF DISCOMFORT (comes sooner with no control)
• Irritably uncomfortable
• Increasing discomfort, until …
• Medical problems (e.g. heat stroke, hypothermia)



Comfort in context
and on the positive side …

• Medical problems (e.g. heat stress, frostbite)
• Discomfort and stress (too much of a good thing)
• Delight (exhilarating differences: theatre, holiday)
• Comfortably unbalanced (e.g. comfortably warm or cool)
• Neutral (comfortable) - sensory deprivation?
• Slightly uncomfortable (boiled frog)

CRISIS OF DISCOMFORT (comes sooner with no control)
• Irritably uncomfortable
• Increasing discomfort, until …
• Medical problems (e.g. heat stroke, hypothermia)



Comfort is not very important: You need
to avoid “crises of discomfort” (D. HAIGH, 1981)*

HOW?
Using perceived control & adaptive opportunity, e.g:
• Adjust a passive system (windows, blinds etc).
• Adjust M&E services (central, local or task).
• Contact the facilities manager (rapid response needed).
• Adjust posture, clothing, activity etc.
• Move about, or go somewhere else (possible at home, in

some modern work environments, in Australia! … ).
• Eat or drink (hot or cold), take a shower …

Loose control with adaptive opportunity can give greater
occupant satisfaction with less energy dependency …
BUT achieving consensus in shared spaces is tricky.

* SOURCE: D Haigh, User response in environmental control, in D Hawkes & J Owers (ed), The architecture of energy (1981).



Results from laboratories and AC
buildings don’t tell the whole story

SOURCE: R de Dear & G Brager, An adaptive model, ASHRAE Transactions 104a, 145-167 (1998)



Adaptive controls can work well
each point is the average for a building

Some innovative
buildings without
close control
are here  >>

        BUT NOT ALWAYS:
<< others are down here

SOURCE: Building Use Studies database of occupant questionnaires (2004).



And in the USA …
each point is the average for a building

SOURCE: E Arens, draft chapter for ASHRAE Performance monitoring protocol, 90% draft, ASHRAE (Aug 2008).



And in Australia too … mixed mode
services on-demand prove very economic

SOURCE: D Rowe & C T Dinh, Occupant control of supplementary cooling, IEA Annex 35, Hybvent (Sep 1999).



Where looser control works and
occupants report better conditions

• Design intent has been made clear to occupants, and
where possible is intuitively obvious.

• Controls are clear to the user and manager, and give
good feedback on what to do and what is happening.

• Facilities management is adequately resourced, respects
users and responds rapidly and effectively to their needs.

• Default states are restored manually or automatically, to
avoid unnecessary stress and/or energy waste.

• Organisations monitor performance in use, and make an
effort to ensure that things are working and occupants
are informed.

SOURCE: adapted from A Leaman & W Bordass, Are users more tolerant of green buildings?, BRI 35(6), 662-73 (2007)



Encourage people to adapt
Linking technical and behavioural change

SOURCE: Trust in construction, Delta T, 10-14, BSRIA (Mar 2007).



Changing attitudes and practices.
CONSIDER …

• CONTEXTUAL before UNIVERSAL
• PASSIVE before ACTIVE
• ROBUST before OPTIMAL
• LOCAL before GENERAL
• DEMAND-RESPONSIVE before JUST-IN-CASE
• SOCIAL before TECHNICAL
• AUTONOMY before DEPENDENCY
• INFORMATION before AUTOMATION -

develop controls as decision-support systems
• ADAPTATION before PROVISION or REBUILD



A low-carbon society:
Learning to live within our means

• Take account of the context, the clock and the seasons.
• Use passive systems where possible.
• Match any energy use to supply availability.
• Consider on-demand energy systems (in space as well

as time), not blanket provision.
• As a general rule, the less highly-processed the internal

environment the better.
• COMFORT IS NEGOTIABLE:

Get away from dangerous prescriptive or performance-
based “comfort” standards, especially international ones!

Achieving adequate comfort with energy and carbon
reduction must be a societal objective, not a by-product.
Don’t leave standards to the engineers, or the lawyers!



Letter to
The Independent yesterday
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